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 Snow and avalanche Bulletin n° 54 issued on 04/20/2016 at 03.00 p.m.  
valid 72 hours out of controlled and open ski runs - Next update on 04/22/2016

GENERAL CONDITION  Warning: windslabs at high altitude and strong rise in temperature !

 

Snow height [ cm ] Ta
[°C] Last

snowdrift event
Last

snowfall

Continuous
snowcover above

[m a.s.l.]
Ground level New

h 07.00 h 07.00 h 48 h 07.00

2000 m 2500 m 2000 m 2000 m Shady Sunny

A - Central Valle d’Aosta 10-80 70-90 1-5 +1 °C 04/19/2016
strong N

04/18/2016 1800-1900 2100-2300

B - Gressoney, Ayas,
Champorcher Valleys

10-60 50-110 5-10 +2 °C 04/19/2016
strong/very  strong N

04/18/2016 1800-1900 2000-2300

C - Rhêmes, Valsavarenche,
Cogne Valleys

10-70 70-130 1-5 +1 °C 04/19/2016
moderate/strong N-NW

04/18/2016 1700-1900 2000-2200

D - Alpine ridge 10-130 80-280 1-5 +2 °C 04/19/2016
moderate/strong NE-N-NW

04/18/2016 1700-1900 2000-2200

Despite the great rise in temperature of the last 24 hours (night minimum above 0°C even up to 2800 m), the snow surface, thanks to the clear
night, remained pretty cold because of the nightly irradiation. Wind activity also helped to keep down the perceived temperature (wind chill
effect). Above 2600-2800 m the snow surface looks cold and like winter type: at higher altitudes and on shady sides of the areas bordering
with France and Switzerland and in the Gran Paradiso valleys' tops, we have maximum amounts of 30-50 cm of loose snow, sometimes slightly
compacted by the winds or even with an annoying sun crust, and spring snow or crusts elsewhere. Do not forget that inside the snowpack is
moist/wet throughout its thickness up to 2800-3000 m both at N and S aspects.
The winds in the last few days were moderate/strong, mainly northerly, creating accumulations of fresh snow on S slopes, but in some areas
(Valgrisenche-La Thuile) signs (cornices and windloads) of southerly winds are evident. In recent days several slabs have been
reported above 2700-2800 m at all aspects, whether spontaneous or artificial, by low overloading, even mid-sized : the
fractures' propagation is between different layers of wind-drifted snow or on crusts and above/below the red layer containing sand. Also
many surface natural releases of loose snow, dry or humid depending on altitudes, observed yesterday in the hottest
hours of the day since noon above 2500-2800 m. The same avalanche activity is expected today because of the temperature rise even
more sharp, even possible the release of full-depth slabs.
Because of the windloads (particularly in the areas bordering with France and Switzerland, and in the valley's tops of the
Gran Paradiso) and of the day warming the avalanche danger level is 3-considerable on the whole region.

FORECAST  Windslabs above 3000 m, gradually improving !

Thursday 04/21/2016

Tuesday: the same avalanche activity described in the general
condition is expected, danger level is 3-considerable bordering with
France and Switzerland and in the Gran Paradiso valleys, where
windloads are more widespread and thick, 2-moderate increasing at
3-considerable for wet snow avalanches during the hottest hours of
the day throughout the region.
Friday and Saturday over time, with sunshine and mild temperatures
of Wednesday and Thursday and with the return of colder conditions
on Friday, a gradual consolidation of windslabs and increased
stability even in the middle of the day is forecast, the danger level
drops at 2-moderate on the whole region.

It is highly recommend to conclude ski-touring in the morning and carefully consider local accumulations (watch out at passes, ridges and
slope changes) and not underestimate the consequences of being dragged close to outcropping rocks and very steep slopes.

Friday 04/22/2016 Saturday 04/23/2016

KEY  Critical slopes altitude and aspects  Rising avalanche danger during the day
Hazard scale 5 VERY HIGH 4 HIGH 3CONSIDERABLE2 MODERATE 1 LOW

Answering service: snow and avalanche Bulletin +39 0165 776300 - Weather Bulletin +39 0165 272333
For an accurate interpretation of the Bulletin, a specific guide is available at www.aineva.it/guida.html



Wednesday 04/20/2016


